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Validity evaluation of Ideological and

political education in Colleges Based

on fuzzy TOPSIS

Luyu Huang1

Abstract. As for the problem that data set structure information is not used and the problem
of excessive removal of the noisy points in traditional clustering validity evaluation function and
others, a new clustering validity evaluation function is proposed. The function is constituted by
tightness measure and separation measure; add distance function in tightness measure to represent
geometric structure of data set, to avoid the incompleteness brought by the single theory to the
evaluation; to set distance critical value L for mutual constraint with the original membership
critical value T in the separation measure, to reduce the removal number of the noisy points,
to avoid the incorrectness due to the loss of data information to the evaluation result. Finally,
compare the newly-constructed evaluation function with the original function in experiment; the
experimental results show that the definition of the text display of e-book reader is related to its
black and white contrast and its brightness of background white. In addition, the comfort level of
the text reading is influenced by the color cast of the background white.

Key words. Electronic Book Evaluation Model, SVM Optimized, Grey Model, Clustering
analysis.

1. Introduction

As a new generation of display device for reading, e-book reader has its unique
technical performance; for example, most of them are light-reflective type, having
relatively large field angel and low power consumption and etc. In addition to those
peculiar advantages, the conventional performances like black and white contrast,
the feature of background white (equivalent to the paper white of newspaper), gray
level and etc. are the key points of its display quality [1]. As for this type of light-
reflective display device, there is no fixed method for the measuring of its indexes
like black and white contrast, background white performance and etc., as well as
its perceived quality influence for the displaying of words. Through the subjective
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evaluation experiment, the relationship between the perceptual clarity of the text
display of the device and the objective value of the black and white contrast and the
background white brightness is established in this experiment, to be able to predict
the subjective perceived quality of the display device through the measurement of
objective parameters.

Clustering validity evaluation is the method to evaluate the advantages and dis-
advantages of the clustering results; according to the different evaluation criteria of
validity function, clustering validity evaluation method can be divided into internal
evaluation method, correlation evaluation method and external evaluation method
[1]. According to the different evaluation theories; clustering validity evaluation can
be divided into the method based on fuzzy division of data set, the method based
on the geometric construction of data set and the method based on data statistical
information [2]. Clustering validity evaluation mainly takes the tightness within the
class and the separation between the classes as the evaluation indexes. The greater
the similarity of each element within the class is, the better the tightness within
the class is; the less the similarity of each element within the class is, the better
the separation within the class is; according to the characteristics of SVM, take the
sample points that have sensitive classification and reduce the classification accu-
racy as the noisy points, which locate in the closest place of the foreign class. Due
to the existence of noisy points which influence the effect of clustering evaluation,
this paper improves the clustering validity function (hereinafter referred to as MPO
function) proposed by literature [13], adds geometric structure of data set, adds dis-
tance critical value L in the tightness index and gives out its constraint condition,
to build the new clustering validity evaluation index. The function effectively avoids
the noisy points’ influence on the testing of clustering results, reduces the number
of removal noisy points, avoids the loss of data, and can obtain the noisy points
between classes more accurately.

2. MPO Clustering Validity Evaluation Function

Com(U, c) : During the validity analysis on the noise environment, the noisy
points are also included when considering the tightness and separation of the clus-
tering, which makes the validity index sensitive to the noise and outliers. MPO clus-
tering validity evaluation function is constituted by tightness measure and separation
measure; tightness measure is fixed by fuzzy membership matrix and the clustering
number c commonly, representing for the tightness degree within the class; the sep-
aration measure is defined as the distance between different fuzzy sets, representing
for the separation degree between different classes. Through the improvement of
the PC index, consider the monotonic trend problem with increase of the number
of clustering c in the PC index, introduce ( c+1

c−1 )
1/2 (2 ≤ c ≤ n) to adjust the index,

decrease the influence on the result from the changes of the number of the clustering,
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to get the tightness measure Com(U, c):

Com(U, c) =

(
c+ 1

c− 1

)1/2 c∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

u2
ij
/
uM

. (1)

Among them, uij is the No. j element belonging to the membership of No. i class,

uM = min
1≤i≤c

n∑
j=1

u2
ij ,

n∑
j=1

u2
ij
/
uM

measure class i is corresponding to the tightness of

the tightest class. Com(U, c) represents the tightness degree of the data within the
class, of which the greater the value is, the better the obtained fuzzy division is.

In order to get the correct division in the environment with noisy points and
outliers, obtain the method of separation measure:

Sep(U, c) =
1

n

n∑
j=1

(
c−1∑
a=1

c∑
b=a+1

Oabj (U ; c)

)
. (2)

Among them, Oabj (U ; c) =

{
1− |uaj − ubj | , if |uaj − ubj | ≥ T, a 6= b
0, otherwise.

; uaj

and ubj represent the membership values of No. j element to the class of a and
b.

In Oabj (U ; c), use threshold value T to exclude the fuzzy data points in the clus-
tering boundary [14]; the noisy point precisely belongs to this situation. Sep(U, c)
calculates and obtains the sum of the separation of all the data points through
membership matrix. The smaller the value of Sep(U, c) is, the more obvious the
clustering division is.

MPO function is the difference of tightness measure and separation measure:

MPO(U, V ) = Com(U, c)− Scp(U, c) (3)

Through the contrast of multiple clustering invalidity indexes, including PC, FS,
XB, OS, PACES, CO and W, it can be obtained that MPO can confirm the number
of clustering in a good way, and can avoid the noisy points’ influence on the data
set. However, in the MPO function, the structure information of the data set is
not used, insensitive to the distance. This paper mainly adds geometric structure
feature of data set on the basis of MPO and avoids the influence brought by the
single theory to the inspection result; in the separation measure; it needs to be very
careful to remove the noisy points; if removing in a too hard way, it will cause the
loss of data; so, this paper adds a new critical value L in sep(c), which restrains the
scope of the noisy points commonly with the original critical value T , to avoid the
incorrectness to the result due to the loss of data information.
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3. Construction of the new Clustering Validity Evaluation
Function

3.1. Tightness measure

Considering that MPO function is not directly related to the geometric structure
of the data set, and can not comprehensively evaluate the disadvantages of clustering
effect, this paper integrates the geometric structure information which reflects the
tightness degree inside the clustering to the tightness measure Com(U, c), to get the
new tightness measure index Com′(U, c, d).

Com′(U, c, d) =

c∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

u2
ij

uMdM

(
c+ 1

c− 1

)1/2

. (4)

Among them, dM is the Euclidean distance; the improved function includes the
distance of object xj to the clustering center vi, and also includes xj ’s membership
function value to class i. The value of Com′(U, c, d) reflects the tightness degree
of each clustering data point; the greater the numerical result is, the tighter the
elements in the cluster and the better the effect of the division is.

3.2. Separation Measure Based on the Dual-Constraint of
the Noisy Points

In the clustering process, influence of noisy points and isolated points on the
clustering result is particularly great; literature [13] mentioned that using the mem-
bership critical T of MPO function can make prefractionation of the noisy points
under the condition of probability; however, using only the probability constraint to
define the scope of the noisy points may cause the loss of data; in order to confirm
the noisy points more accurately, on the basis of the membership critical value T ,
this paper adds the critical value L of the geometric structure; two critical values de-
termine the noisy points commonly, which can effectively avoid the loss of data under
the single theory. The newly-constructed separation measure based on probability
condition and geometric construction is as follow:

Sep′(U, c, d) =
1

n
n∑

j=1

3

√
1
c

c∑
i=1

dij

n∑
j=1

(
c−1∑
a=1

c∑
b=a+1

W (U ; c)

)
. (5)

Among them

W (U, c, d) =

{
0, |uaj − ubj | ≤ T& |daj − dbj | ≤ Lj , a 6= b.

1− |uaj − ubj | , otherwise
(6)

Set two critical values to exclude the fuzzy points in the boundary of the clustering;
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according to the different distribution structures of clustering data, the value of T
and L can be given by the expert, or determined by oneself according to the function.
Through a large number of data experiments, this paper initially gives out the value

T = 0.01; Lj = 3

√
1
c

c∑
i=1

dij ; dij represents the distance of No j element belonging to

No. i class. W (U ; c, d) is the separation measure to the given data set; the smaller
the value of sep′(c) is, the more obvious the effect of the clustering division is.

3.3. Construction of Clustering Validity Function

Integrate the tightness measure and the separation measure, to get the new clus-
tering validity evaluation function:

V S(U, V ) =
Com′(U, c, d)

Sep′(U, c, d)
. (7)

A good clustering demands large Com′(U, c, d) and small Sep′(U, c, d); V S(U, V )
defines validity function; the larger the value of V S(U, V ), the better the result of
clustering division.

4. Algorithm Example and Result Analysis

4.1. Algorithm Example One

Use newly-constructed clustering validity function in the paper to perform effec-
tiveness evaluation to fuzzy clustering result[15] of 12 months’ average temperature
of 31 provinces, cities, municipalities and direct-controlled municipalities in China.

Use MATLAB to gain class-center coordinate matrix cij , membership matrix uij

and Euclidean distance dM between object xi and clustering center ci. Respectively
calculate MPO clustering validity evaluation function and VS clustering validity
function and result gained is as is shown in Table 1 and Table 2.

Table 1. Result of V S(U, V ) Algorithm Exampleb

c com′(c) sep′(c) V S′(U, V )

3 1.5433 2.362 0.653
4 1.5021 5.255 0.286
5 1.363 4.269 0.319

Table 2. Result of MPO(U, V ) Algorithm Example

c com(c) sep(c) V S(U, V )

3 4.6741 2.06 2.614
4 6.076 5.082 0.994
5 6.8861 4.438 2.448
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When c = 3, membership difference value of Beijing belonging to the first class
and the second class is 0.0008, membership difference value of Taiyuan belonging
to the second class and the third class is 0.01, and membership difference value of
Hefei belonging to the first class and the third class is 0.0015, and they are all less
than or equal to T = 0.01. But only difference value of distance of Beijing to the
first class and the third class is less than Lj , therefore in the process of calculating
sep′(c), when j = 1, a = 1 and b = 3, W (U ; c, d) = 0, all the other are value of
1− |uaj − ubj |. Substituted into formula, value of sep′(3) is 2.362 at last.

Tianjin u21−u24 = 0.0055, Jinan u15,1−u15,3 = 0.01 and Kunming u26,2−u26,3 =
0.0006, they are all less than or equal toT = 0.01. Only Jinan meets Lj constraint.
When j = 15, a = 1 and b = 3 are gained, W (U ; c, d) = 0, all the other are value of
1− |uaj − ubj |. Substituted into formula, value of sep′(4) is 5.5255 at last.

When c = 5, membership difference value of every place belonging to the second
class and the fifth class is the smallest, most of values are less than T = 0.01.
Simultaneously consider critical value T and L, and there are only 15 situations
where W (U ; c, d) = 0. The phenomenon that loss of data brings about inaccuracy
to result is avoided.

According to result calculated, when c = 3, value of V S(U, V ) is the greatest and
partition effect is the most obvious. Compared with index of original MPO(U, V ),
V S(U, V ) validity function added to critical value of distance L is the same with
original MPO(U, V ) function, and it is ensured that the most optimal number of
clustering is 3, and partition effect is more obvious. The phenomenon that excessive
deleting of noisy point brings about loss of data information is avoided, fuzzy point
between class and class can be gained more correctly.

4.2. Algorithm Example Two

Perform effectiveness evaluation to fuzzy clustering result of scientific research
topic ability of 31 provinces, cities, municipalities and direct-controlled municipal-
ities in China. Imitate steps in algorithm example one, and result gained is as is
shown in Table 3 and Table 4.

Table 3. Result of V S(U, V ) Algorithm Example

c com′(c) sep′(c) V S′(U, V )

3 3.9164 0.4406 8.8888
4 2.6107 1.4854 1.7576
5 2.5778 2.348 1.0979

Table 4. Result of MPO(U, V ) Algorithm Example

c com(c) sep(c) V S(U, V )

3 15.0506 1.7066 8.019
4 13.2304 3.9535 3.3465
5 16.1657 7.3106 2.2113
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When c = 3, only membership difference value of Shanghai belonging to the
first class and the second class is 0.01 and is less than or equal to T = 0.01. But,
difference value of distance of the first class and the second class is less than Lj .
Therefore, when c = 3, there is no noisy point deleted. All the other are value of
1− |uaj − ubj |. Substituted into formula, value of sep′(c) is 0.4406 at last.

When c = 4, Sichuan u23,1 − u23,2 = 0.0079 simultaneously meets constraint.
Value of W (U ; c, d) is 0. All the other are value of 1 − |uaj − ubj |, and value of
sep′(4) is 1.4854 at last.

When c = 5, the points which meets |uaj − ubj | ≤ T are 19. After being added
to |daj − dbj | ≤ Lj constraint, the points of which value of W (U ; c, d) is 0 are 4.

Values of V S(U, V ) andMPO(U, V ) are gained through calculation and the most
optimal number of clustering is ensured as 3. Effectiveness of function is verified
again.

5. Conclusion

On the basis of the analysis of the advantages and disadvantages of various clus-
tering validity evaluation functions, this paper improves the MPO evaluation func-
tion of them, to get the new clustering validity function. Through the two theories of
distance and membership combining fuzzy division of geometric structure domain,
the function constructs the tightness measure and separation measure, introduces
distance critical L on the basis of the original membership critical value T and de-
creases the influence from the noisy points between the classes on the clustering
evaluation result. Through the algorithm examples, the rationality and validity of
the method are illustrated.
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